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Have you ever seen an exhibition of drawings?

They are an art form seldom publicized but very important in Italy,
as seen in an exhibition that will open in Milan on 23 November.

When we think about Italian art frescos, oils on canvas and marble sculptures immediately come to mind: but we
seldom think about drawings. If by chance reference is made to drawing as an art form in Italian history, we might
consider the sketches of Leonardo da Vinci, rather than an artist of the 20th century. Nevertheless, in this last century
many artists known above all for painting and sculpture have made drawings, and not only to prepare for works
that would then take on other forms. Starting on Friday 23 November, in Milan, a new exhibition will focus on this
hitherto neglected art form. It is titled “Who’s Afraid of Drawing?” and contains over 100 drawings from the Ramo
Collection, put together by the entrepreneur Giuseppe “Pino” Rabolini, founder of Pomellato.
The show presents works by well-known artists like Umberto Boccioni, Alighiero Boetti, Lucio Fontana and
Mario Schifano, but also by other less familiar figures, ready to “be rediscovered,” as they say. Some belong to
art movements like Futurism, others are not identified with a particular group. The title is a challenge of sorts,
connected to the fact that very few exhibitions of drawings are organized, and precisely for this reason those who
are not directly involved in the art world are not accustomed to looking at this sort of work. The challenge for this
exhibition is to change matters.
Why we know very little about drawing
“Many artists in the show are renowned in the panorama of Italian 20th-century art, but their drawings are not so
well known,” says the curator of the exhibition and the Ramo Collection Irina Zucca Alessandrelli. The lack of
importance assigned to drawing does not depend on any lack of activity on the part of Italian artists in this field of
expression, but is fundamentally the result of economic factors: drawings have always had a lower value on the
art market, because they are considered secondary with respect to works on canvas. For this reason, art dealers
urged artists not to draw, which we know because many of the artists complained about this fact in their writings
or correspondence. “Paper was often mounted on canvas to make the works seem more like paintings, the better to
sell them,” Zucca Alessandrelli adds. In spite of this, until very recent times artists have always drawn extensively
in their work, because drawings are the places where ideas are born.
Few collections on drawing exist which like the Ramo Collection focus on one-of-a-kind works and not print editions.
This is because of the lesser importance attributed to drawing by the market, but also because the conservation of
drawings is costly. Paper is a fragile material, easily ruined: it gets stained, yellowed, oxidized if not properly
conserved. Restoring drawings, as Zucca Alessandrelli explains, can be very expensive in relation to the their value,
and the anti-reflective glass required for their display also comes at a high price. The issues change in the case of
antique drawings, which have high conservation costs but also a higher value.
The Ramo Collection and Italian 20th-century drawing
As a child Pino Rabolini enjoyed drawing, and over the years he developed a passion for drawing as art. In 2013
Zucca Alessandrelli was called in to expand the first nucleus of his collection of drawings, transforming it into a
collection on Italian 20th-century drawing:
“The job I was assigned was to demonstrate, through drawing seen as work on paper in the wider sense of the term
(pencil, gouache, tempera, markers, collage), that the Italian 20th century is ‘second to none’ – as Rabolini liked to
say – in terms of the importance and originality of its artistic offerings.”

